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S.S. “ADMELLA”

This year marks the 150th anniversary of the tragic shipwreck of the Iron Steamship. “Admella” on
Carpenters Reef in South Australia. Although it was one of the worst tragedies in Australian Maritime
history, not a lot is known of the event amongst the general population.
We have just completed a 1:48 scale model of the ship which will eventually ﬁnd it’s home in the Port
MacDonnell Maritime Museum after all the anniversary events have concluded in August.
For those of you who wish to ﬁnd out more about these events, or the tragedy in general, you can go to
the “Admella” website www.admella.org.au
To read the story of the disaster really brings to life the incredible hardships that people confronted when
travelling by sea in the mid 19th Century.
We delivered the model to South Australia on the ﬁrst weekend in May and we will also be going back
in the latter part of June for the dedication by the Governor of South Australia, so the shop will be closed
for a few days while we are away. We will let you know the dates closer to the time.

NEW PLANS

To coincide with these celebrations, we have released a two sheet set of plans of the ship consisting of
Lines and General Arrangement and Sail Plan. These have been prepared as a result of detailed research
in preparation for building the model.
The model is drawn to 1:48 scale and measures approx. 1500mm overall
The drawing numbers are SP 113A & SP113B and cost $50.00 per set plus P & P if applicable.
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FIGURES

We are constantly asked if we supply crew or passengers for ship modelling. Generally the
answer has been “no”, due to the fact that we are very fussy and have not come across any
commercially produced maritime ﬁgures which we feel are well modelled. To try and ﬁll this
gap, although not a perfect solution, we are now stocking ﬁgures from the Preiser range, made
in Germany. This huge range of ﬁgures covering many scales is predominantly railway and
military subjects, however, a small range of their
sets can be modiﬁed quite easily to become ship’s
ofﬁcers and crew. We will be stocking this selected
range which we know will be very popular but we
are also able to source the full Preiser range, so
can order any other item as required. Their website
can be sourced at www.ﬁguren.de
To give some idea of what can be achieved, we
have included a few close up pics of the “Admella”
model where Preiser ﬁgures were used and heavily
modiﬁed to create passengers, ofﬁcers and crew of
the mid 19th Century. I’m sure you will agree that
the effect can be very pleasing.
(Continued next page.)
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FIGURES CREATE REALISM

Figures can add a sense of reality to your models and bring dioramas to life.
The scales we are carrying are: 1:350 for plastic kits, 1:220 & 1:200 which can be used on vessels
built to 1:200 or 1:192 scale. 1:160, 1:120, 1:100 (1:96) 1:72, 1:50, 1:43 & 1:32.
We will carry a small range of 1:87 scale (Railway HO gauge) and although not a traditional ship
scale can still be used when true scale is not of importance.
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PADDLING ON ......
At the risk of being repetitious, more paddle sets have hit the scene and this release will suit
the builders of large ocean going paddlers and excursion steamers. The prototypes were almost
exclusively ﬁtted with feathering paddles which are difﬁcult to engineer. These new model kits,
although retaining the appearance of feathering paddles, are actually ﬁxed paddles ﬁtted with
simulated feathering gear. Performance is not effected but the end result is much simpler to build
and much less costly to produce. The new units come in 100mm and 140mm diameter sizes which
should ﬁt most models being built today.
Prices are $90.00 and $125.00 per set complete with all hardware and step by step building
instructions.
As an interesting aside, we have noticed a lot more interest being shown in paddle steamers since
these kits have been on the market. They certainly do make the hardest bit of the building project so
easy to accomplish and as these kits have gone all over Australia we are quite sure that more paddle
steamers will be appearing in the near future.
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